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Abstract
Machine learning is the study of systems that can learn from data. For example, given
two categories of data, a machine learning system is trained on previously collected
data to distinguish between the two categories of data. After learning, the system
can then be used to classify new data into the two different categories. Our research
concerns a particular machine learning algorithm–the perceptron algorithm–originally
introduced in 1957 by Frank Rosenblatt. We look into the mathematical theory
underlying this particular algorithm, and we apply the algorithm using MATLAB
computational software to handwritten digits.

Motivation
Informally consider what is called a classification problem; that is, given some n
categories for some type of objects, if we can express the objects in a mathematically
significant manner, then are we able to find some way of inputting new objects and
mapping them to the correct category. For example, suppose we want to classify
photos of dogs and cats of a fixed number of pixels m. We use the m pixels of the
photos with the RGB color code–3 numbers which correspond with the amount of red,
green, and blue in the pixel–to create a 3m dimensional vector for each photo. We
now want the computer to learn to classify arbitrary photos as either a cat or a dog.
We let ypos = 1 denote cats and yneg = −1 denote dogs. The end goal is to have
the computer identify arbitrary photos of m pixels accurately. To do this, we give
the computer a training set so that the computer learns which photos represent cats
and dogs–similar to the way that a human learns to differentiate between cats and
dogs in the real world by seeing many examples of cats and many examples of dogs
and eventually recognizing the patterns. So we obtain a set of data S = {x1, . . . , xl }
where the yi associated with each xi ∈ S is a known value. With a large enough value
for l, the hope is that the computer will be able to recognize a pattern and we can
use a decision function f : R3m 7→ {−1, 1} to determine whether a new unclassified
photo is a photo of a cat or a dog.

Binary Linear Classification
Consider a binary classification problem (similar to the example presented in the
Motivation section above) using a real-valued function. Suppose we have an input
space X ⊆ Rn which we wish to classify in an output set Y = {ypos, yneg} (since this
is binary classification we only have two possible outputs ypos and yneg). We define

Rosenblatt’s Perceptron
In 1957, the first iterative algorithm for linear classification was proposed by Frank Example 1. Consider the training set
Rosenblatt. This was an on-line and mistake driven procedure, meaning each data
S = {((5, 1), 1), ((5, 2), 1), ((5, 3), 1),
point is given to the learner one at a time. This algorithm essentially begins with
an initial weight vector w~0 and bias b and adapts each time a training point is mis((5, 15), −1), ((5, 16), −1), ((5, 17), −1)}
classified. The algorithm then updates the weight vector and bias. It remains to be
shown whether this algorithm will actually guarantee convergence to the equation of
a hyperplane satisfying the data. That is, we must show the data is separable by a
hyperplane–that the data is linearly separable. If there is no such convergence to a
hyperplane, then we say the data is linearly non-separable. Again we consider only
the binary case where Y = {−1, 1}.

Set w~0 = ~0; Set b0 = 0; Set k = 0; Set R = max ||~x||.
1≤i≤l

Do
For i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l}
If yi(< x~i, w
~ i > +bk ) ≤ 0

Figure 1:
xy−plane.

After running the perceptron algorithm on the data,
we find the following hyperplane to separate the input
space:

Then set wk+1
~ = w~k + ηyix~i
set bk+1 = bk + ηyiR2

Figure 7: Data set in R2.
Clearly, this data is separable, but there does not exist a line in R2 that would
separate this data. However, once we transform the data using polar coordinate
(mapping from (x, y) to (r, θ)), we go from having a non-linearly separable data
set in the original input space to a separable data set in a new input space.

set k = k + 1
while there is at least one mistake made when i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l}.
Return k, (w~k , bk );
Figure 2: Plot of w = (5, −27) and b = 314.

Classifying Handwritten Digits
Consider a real world example. Given a set of handwritten 0’s and 1’s, To see the real world application of these results, we use a test data
we wish to train the learning system to separate the digits. For this set in order to get a feel for how accurately the perceptron algorithm
example, we assume that the handwritten digits are 28 by 28 greyscale separated the data.
images. We can then use the color code of each pixel as a component of a
vector. Using these ideas, we construct for each image a 784 component
vector in R784. Below are a sample of the types of images from which
we are constructing these vectors:

Figure 8: Transformed Data.
We then have a linearly separable training set and can run the perceptron algorithm.

Future Work
Future Topic 1. We would like to extend the classification example for handwritten digits to any two digits between 0 and 9.

f (~x) ≥ 0 if ~x is assigned to ypos
f (~x) < 0, if ~x is assigned to yneg

The simplest type of function would be a linear function f (~x) of ~x ∈ X such that we
can write

Example 2. Suppose we have the following data set in R2:

Plot of the training examples in the

such that

where sgn is the signum function which extracts the sign of a real number.

When a data set is not linearly separable, much more sophisticated machinery must
be used to separate the data. In such a situation we often use kernel functions to
transform the given input space into a new space where the data will be linearly
separable. Once this is done, the perceptron algorithm can be implemented in the
new input space.

Algorithm 1. Primal Perceptron Algorithm. Given linearly separable training
set S = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xl , yl )} and a learning rate η ∈ R+.

f : X ⊆ Rn 7→ R

Most times we will allow Y = {1, −1}, where 1 represents the output of ~x in the
positive class and -1 the output of ~x in the negative class. Thus, the decision function–the function which maps each element of the input set X to the proper output
from Y –can be defined by
h(~x) = sgn(f (~x),

Nonlinear Classification

Figure 5: Sample of Handwritten Test Data.
As seen below, all but one image was classified correctly by the hyperplane generated by the perceptron algorithm.

Future Topic 2. We would like to consider more complicated classification problems than the recognition of digits. One such problem would be classifying pictures of people with sunglasses on and without sunglasses on.
Future Topic 3. We would like to look at more sophisticated machine learning
techniques such as support vector machines.

Figure 3: Sample of Handwritten Training Data.
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Figure 6: Graph of Test Data.

i=1

A total of 2115 test images were used to test the accuracy of the algorithm. This gives a 99.95 percent accuracy for the test data for the
perceptron algorithm on this particular data set.

where w
~ and b are parameters–respectively the weight vector and bias–that control
the function f (~x). The goal of the linear classification problem would to have our
machine learning system to determine the values of w
~ and b based on a training set
S = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xl , yl )} where each yi ∈ {−1, 1} and xi ∈ X. Geometrically,
such a linear function would describe a hyperplane that separates the input space
into two half spaces. Upon training the system, ideally we would like to be able to
correctly classify any new examples from the input space.
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Figure 4: Graph of Training Data after Learning.

